
Norwich Rec Council  

Meeting: Tuesday, May 4th, 2021 – 7pm via Zoom 

Attendees: David Bartlett, Kristin Pontecorvo, Bill Tine, Brie Swenson, Nina Sablan, Sarah Martin, 

Rob Johnson. 

April minutes were approved. 

State summer camp guidance updates: Brie indicated that summer camps and activities would 

maintain the pod structure and mask requirements. 

Norwich Recreation facilities review (including MCS/Town Green): The Selectboard has 

asked for updated facilities status including past repairs/updates /costs and expected remaining 

lifespans. These status updates are ongoing with Rob and Kristin helping to compile. The Vermont 

COVID grant money would only be applicable to town-owned land so any expenditures would need 

to be at Barrett or Huntley. 

Barrett Playground Bread Oven rebuild project: Bill Tine updated the group on the rebuild 

schedule set for mid-July. The oven is open for use until that time. It is a three-day process that will 

require 10-12 volunteers. It then needs to cure for 3-4 weeks so mid-August it can be used again.  

Huntley Meadows athletic fields progress: Huntley repairs to the worst 3 acres are ongoing. The 

plan is to have DPW cross cut and overseed the damaged areas. Compost and grub control will be 

completed by Chippers as they are licensed for that activity. Additional areas may be treated after 

this initial phase. 

Farm Feast Fundraiser (bike tour): The postponed Historical Society Garden Tour has been 

replaced/combined with a riding/driving tour of various farms in Norwich to collect ingredients for 

lunch or dinner. Any proceeds will go to the HS. 

Vermont Forward grant application: Brie is submitting paperwork tomorrow for $25-75,000 in 

COVID relief related grant money. This is a challenging process that would result in a 

reimbursement grant (the money needs to be spent before it can be recovered). Brie intends to focus 

on the need for aftercare, lunches, and teen-related activities by proposing to hire teenagers to work 

at these programs. 

New Business: Rob noted that the Huntley batting cage has been significantly damaged by kids 

climbing on it. Further efforts will be made to remind folks to monitor their kids. 

The meeting was adjourned at 8pm 


